WHAT YOUR 2014 QUIZINE DONATION PROVIDED

Every dollar you donated to Gilead’s 2014 Quizine event last year was put to good use, allowing us to provide the kind of essentials many of us take for granted. You are giving a gift that buys the basics and provides security, belonging, safety and simple pleasures to clients. **Your donation this year in any amount from $10 to $1000 will go to many more Gilead clients in need. Any donation is gratefully accepted at the finance table in the lobby.**

Your **$640** donation has allowed **AL** to receive a complicated tooth extraction which eliminated the severe pain he was facing.

Your **$200** donation provided **Rebecca** who had been homeless with **furniture** for her new apartment.

Your **$300** donation has allowed **Earl & John** to attend High Hopes, where they go through **therapeutic sessions** and have one on one time with an instructor.

Your **$120** donation provided **Ray** with a **jacket to keep warm** last winter.

Your **$117** donation purchased a **season pass** for all Connecticut parks and beaches for our **Adolescent Residents** to swim, hike and enjoy the outdoors.

Your **$360** donation purchased **music lessons** for **Gary**, who loves to play guitar and has performed at numerous Gilead events.

Your **$277** donation purchased **orthotics** for **Sara** to help with her balance and to take pressure off the sore spots on her feet.

Your donation buys the basics and provides security, belonging, safety and simple pleasures to clients. Here are some examples: emergency housing, C.N.A certification test, mattresses, headboards, fishing license, transportation, glasses, wardrobes, medication, washers, refrigerators, dryers, break dance classes, art supplies, summer programming, bus passes, Lake Compounce tickets, concert tickets, gardening supplies, and many, many more things that improve the lives and build the futures of the individuals served by Gilead Community Services, Inc.